
� 4�October�2008

WorkSafe�Victoria�has�today�launched�a�
graphic�new�campaign�aimed�at�Generation�
Y,�their�families�and�employers�in�a�bid�to�
reduce�the�rate�of�young�workers�ending�
up�in�the�emergency�ward�at�Victorian�
hospitals�as�a�result�of�workplace�injuries.

WorkSafe�Victoria’s�Executive�Director�of�
Health�and�Safety,�John�Merritt,�said�that�
despite�Victoria�having�the�best�workplace�
safety record in Australia, figures show that 
the�likelihood�of�younger�workers�admitted�
to�hospital�emergency�departments�
compared�to�their�older�counterparts�is�
close�to�double.

Mr�Merritt�said�that�research�conducted�by�
WorkSafe,�ABS�and�DHS�shows:

• in the last five years 15 young 
workers (aged 15 -24 ) had been 
killed�at�work;

•� young�males�under�24�have�the�
second�highest�rate�of�injuries�all�
age�groups�by�gender,�only�second�to�
males aged 45 to 54;

•� although�females�have�lower�rates�
of�injury�compared�to�males,�young�
females (24 and under) have the 
highest;

• young males (Aged 15 to 19) in 
regional�Victoria�are�4�times�more�
likely�to�be�hospitalised�compared�to�
workers�of�the�same�age�and�gender�
in�the�city;�and

•� younger�workers�have�a�lower�rate�of�claiming�workers�compensation,�but�it�is�
believed that the figure is under-represented.

New research conducted by WorkSafe involving 1600 young workers also found that 
younger�workers�are�less�likely�to�be�consulted�on�safety�in�the�workplace,�don’t�
have the confidence to raise issues, may not understand or know their rights and 
alarmingly�don’t�consider�workplace�safety�as�important�as�road�or�public�safety.

Mr�Merritt�said�that�many�Victorian�employers�had�good�systems�in�place�to�ensure�
that young workers first experience in the workforce was a good one but many 
more�didn’t.

“What�we�want�employers�to�do�is�provide�a�good�induction�process,�proper�
training,�and�supervision�and�to�make�sure�that�their�young�workers�understand�the�
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safety�policies�and�procedures”�Mr�Merritt�said.��“Just�as�importantly�we�want�young�
workers�to�speak�up�if�they�are�unsure�about�work�practices�which�might�be�hazardous�
as�well�as�listening�to�their�supervisor�and�of�course�not�misusing�or�abusing�workplace�
equipment”.

“If�you�are�unsure�then�just�ask.�It’s�simple�but�it�saves�lives”.

Any�employer�needing�help�in�making�their�workplace�safer�for�young�workers�should�
contact their local WorkSafe office or visit the WorkSafe website” Mr Merritt said.

ABS�statistics�show�that�most�young�workers�in�Victoria�are�concentrated�in�a�few�
industries including Retail, Construction and manufacturing for Men 15 -24 years of age 
and Retail, hospitality and health and community services for women 15 – 24 years of 
age.

The�new�campaign�features�young�workers�in�a�variety�of�occupations�sustaining�
traumatic�injuries�loosely�based�on�real�accidents�investigated�by�WorkSafe�Victoria.�
� Source:�WorkSafe�Victoria

[Editor:�the�advertisements�can�be�accessed�at�http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/wps/
wcm/connect/WorkSafe/SiteTools/About+WorkSafe/Campaigns/?pagedesign=WS_TV_
youngworkers]�

Solarium Regulation in the Spotlight 5 October 2008

Australian�media�coverage�of�Clare�Oliver’s�campaign�against�solarium�tanning�was�full�of�
mixed�messages�and�missed�opportunities,�according�to�an�article�in�the�latest�issue�of�
the�Medical�Journal�of�Australia.

Before�her�death�as�a�result�of�melanoma�late�last�year,�Clare�Oliver�initiated�a�campaign�
to regulate solaria – believing solarium tanning had caused her skin cancer.

Professor�Simon�Chapman,�from�the�University�of�Sydney’s�School�of�Public�Health,�and�
colleagues�said�they�were�disappointed�that�public�health�law�was�not�changed�during�
that high-profile window of opportunity.

The authors reviewed TV and print media coverage of the 26-year-old’s campaign and 
investigated�how�the�media�reported�on�her�disease,�its�causes�and�the�legacy�of�her�
campaign.

Professor�Chapman�said�Clare�Oliver’s�campaign�was�credited�with�precipitating�rapid�
regulation�of�solaria�in�Australia,�but�the�new�regulations�would�not�prevent�a�person�of�
her�age�or�skin�type�visiting�a�solarium.�“The�changes�fall�well�short�of�the�ban�she�hoped�
for,”�he�said.

More�than�half�the�media�reports�dealt�with�the�responsibility�of�solaria�or�their�need�
for regulation. Eight per cent were on issues of self-responsibility, while 40 per cent of 
the�news�stories�were�on�Clare’s�legacy.

Professor�Chapman�said�there�was�increasing�knowledge�about�the�health�risks�of�
solarium�tanning�despite�the�dramatic�growth�of�the�industry.

“Unlike�sun�exposure,�solaria�are�an�entirely�tractable�factor�contributing�to�melanoma.�
Their�demise�would�almost�certainly�be�applauded�by�many�in�the�community�and�nearly�
everyone�in�cancer�control.”

Professor�Chapman�said�the�widespread�publicity�given�to�Clare’s�campaign�promised�
considerable public benefit with more than half of all the attributed media statements 
condemning�the�solarium�industry.

“Viewers�were�invited�to�consider�the�story�through�the�juxtaposition�of�the�
courageous�melanoma�sufferer�and�a�venal,�unscrupulous�industry�ignoring�its�own�
voluntary�code�and�held�culpable�for�her�condition.
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Letters to the 
Editor

If�you�have�any�safety�issues�to�discuss,�
or�concerns�about�SafetyWeek�itself,�
please�consider�communicating�with�
the�editor�at�kjones@sia.org.au

SafetyWeek PLUS

Please�don’t�forget�there�is�a�special�
members-only edition, SafetyWeek 
PLUS,�available�only�as�a�download�
at�the�SIA�website�at�http://sia.org.
au/members/members-newsletter/
member-safetyweekplus-bulletins.html�

The�latest�edition�includes�article�
entitled

•� Retest�Sydney�street�for�
radiation,�inquiry�orders

•� Investigations�into�fatal�crop�
duster�crash�begin

• Lakeside to appeal $75,000 
safety breach fine

•� Paramedic�kicked�by�waiting�
patient:�union

•� Pig�workers�fall�ill�with�
infection�of�the�heart

•� Sacked�hero�has�no�regrets

•� Differences�in�compo�data�not�
passed�on�to�Hardie�board

•� No�chance�of�taser�death�in�
NSW:�Scipione

•� Why�your�boss�is�a�white�
middle class show-off: Study

•� Driver�sent�text�seconds�
before�train�smash�
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“Solarium�use�has�no�positive�consequences�beyond�misguided�perceptions�about�
cosmetic benefits, so the failure to ban the industry after Clare Oliver’s campaign 
represented�a�missed�opportunity,”�he�said.

AVOIDABLE�MELANOMA�CASES�COST�HEALTH�SYSTEM$3M�EACH�YEAR

A�related�article�in�the�same�issue�of�the�MJA�analysed�the�impact�that�effective�
solarium�regulation�would�have�in�Australia.

Dr�Louisa�Gordon,�from�the�Queensland�Institute�of�Medical�Research,�Brisbane,�and�
colleagues�said�leading�international�health�organisations�were�concerned�about�the�
high use of artificial tanning services and that pre-teens appeared to be ignoring sun 
safety�messages�in�their�desire�to�tan�and�use�solaria.

Dr Gordon said the number of solarium-related businesses had increased fourfold in 
most Australian cities and sixfold in Melbourne since 1992. Each year, 43 melanoma-
related deaths, 281 new melanoma cases and 2500 new cases of other skin cancers are 
estimated�to�be��attributable�to�solarium�use.

“The annual cost to the health system – predominantly Medicare Australia – for these 
avoidable�skin�cancer�cases�and�deaths�is�about�$3�million,”�she�said.

“By successfully enforcing solarium regulations that ban use by people under 18 or 
with fair skin, favourable health and cost benefits could be expected.” Source:�AMA

Phoenix Society Signs on to Safe Work Month 6 October 2008

One�of�South�Australia’s�leading�employers�of�people�with�disabilities,�Phoenix�Society,�
is�embracing�Safe�Work�Month�with�a�series�of�its�own�events.

Safe Work Month begins in Port Lincoln next Monday the 13th of October, and 
will include more than 100 free workshops and seminars across the State before 
concluding�with�the�Safe�Work�Awards�in�Adelaide�on�Friday�the�7th�of�November.

A�feature�of�the�programme�that�Phoenix�Society�is�keenly�participating�in,�allows�
workplaces to organise their own safety-related activities and register them online with 
SafeWork�SA.

To mark its 50th year, the organisation staged a luncheon at its Torrensville premises 
recently�with�a�focus�on�safety�at�work.

During Safe Work Month, Phoenix will also be running safety-related events at its four 
sites�in�Adelaide�as�well�as�its�business�in�Whyalla.

Provision�is�also�being�made�for�Phoenix�Society�supervisors�to�attend�safety�
workshops�during�the�Metro�Week�of�the�programme.

“We�warmly�congratulate�Phoenix�Society�for�its�wholehearted�commitment�to�the�
Safe�Work�Month�of�events�and�its�objectives,”�says�SafeWork�SA�Acting�Executive�
Director,�Peter�Hampton.

“This�is�precisely�the�sort�of�participation�Safe�Work�Month�is�meant�to�encourage.

“Providing�safe�work�for�employees�with�disabilities�is�a�challenging�but�rewarding�task,�
and�we�were�thrilled�to�hear�of�the�Phoenix�Society’s�interest�in�and�participation�in�
Safe�Work�Month.

“We�urge�all�South�Australian�workplaces�to�follow�their�example,”�Mr.�Hampton�said.

Safe�Work�Month�2008�aims�to�help�reduce�the�incidence�of�death,�injury,�illness�and�
disease�in�South�Australian�workplaces�and�encourages�workers�and�employers�to�
work�together�to�proactively�create�and�maintain�safe�systems�of�work.

The SafeWork SA website provides a list of suggested safety-related activities to run in 
a�workplace.�Registering�these�activities�online�puts�participants�in�the�running�to�win�
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Overseas News 
Reason for sickness 
absence can predict 
employee deaths
 3 October 2008

Research paper: Diagnosis-
specific sickness absence as 
a predictor of mortality: the 
Whitehall II prospective cohort 
study  - BMJ Online First

Employees who take long spells 
of sick leave more than once in 
three years are at a higher risk 
of death than their colleagues 
who take no such absence, 
particularly if their absence is 
due to circulatory or psychiatric 
problems or for surgery, 
concludes a study on bmj.com 
today.

Previous research shows that 
medically certified sickness 
absences may well capture the 
full range of illnesses employees 
experience and that they could 
be a good global measure of 
health differentials between 
employees. It has been suggested 
that the specific reasons for 
absence such as psychiatric 
problems or heart disease 
may improve the prediction of 
premature death. 

Jenny Head from University 
College London and colleagues 
investigated whether the reason 
for sickness absence improved 
the prediction of death 
compared with overall sickness 
absence irrespective of diagnosis.

They obtained sickness absence 
records for 6,478 British civil 
servants between 1985 and 1988 
and analysed associations with 
death until 2004.

They found that deaths 
increased as the medically 
certified absence rates (spells of 
more than 7 days) increased. The 
almost 30% of men and women 
who had one or more medically 
certified absence in three years 
had a 66% increased risk of 
premature death than those 
with no such absence.

The authors report that 
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two tickets, valued at $260, to the Safe Work Awards Dinner for 2008.

Admission�to�all�Safe�Work�Month�events�is�free�and�bookings�can�be�made�online�at�
www.safework.sa.gov.au/sw08� Source:�SafeWork�SA

$73,000 Fine For Two Hot Metal Burns Incidents� 3�October�2008�

An Adelaide firm that specialises in galvanising steel products has been convicted and 
fined over two incidents in which employees suffered burns from molten metal.

SafeWork�SA�says�the�case�highlights�a�failure�of�the�management�at�the�time�to�not�
only�meet�its�legal�obligations�on�safety,�but�to�foster�a�safety�culture�in�its�workforce.

Korvest�Ltd�pleaded�guilty�to�three�charges�of�breaching�the�Occupational�Health�
Safety and Welfare Act 1986. Two counts related to its failure to maintain a safe work 
environment,�while�the�third�related�to�a�failure�to�report�the�incidents�as�required.

The two incidents happened seven months apart in February and September 2006, at 
the�company’s�premises�at�Kilburn.

On�both�occasions,�a�jig�used�to�dip�metal�parts�in�hot�galvanising�solution�was�
immersed�too�far.�The�pockets�of�air�and�moisture�trapped�in�the�buildup�of�zinc�on�the�
jig frame expanded with great force on contact with the hot liquid metal (450 degrees 
C), splashing nearby workers.

Six workers were injured in all: two in the first incident and four in the second. 
The�workers�suffered�facial�and�upper�body�burns,�exacerbated�by�the�inadequate�
protective�equipment�they�wore.�Some�of�the�burns�were�very�severe.

SafeWork�SA’s�investigation�revealed:

•� a�failure�to�provide�adequate�personal�protective�equipment

•� a�failure�to�provide�adequate�emergency�response�facilities,�such�as�deluge�
equipment, first aid, and medical evacuation procedures

• deficiencies in procedures to remove extraneous zinc solution from the jigs

• deficiencies in the remote control system of dipping operations

•� a�failure�to�report�serious�incidents.

SafeWork SA did not find out about the February incident until it was notified about 
the�September�incident.�In�determining�penalty,�Industrial�Magistrate�Richard�Hardy�
also�noted�the�lax�safety�culture�prevailing�at�the�time.

“There was in fact difficulty with absenteeism and an unwillingness to wear PPE 
(personal protective equipment),” he said.

In�today’s�decision�on�penalty,�Magistrate�Hardy�noted�that�the�company�was�under�
new�management,�which�had�dramatically�improved�both�the�safety�culture�and�the�
safety�systems�in�place.

On�the�two�counts�of�failing�to�provide�a�safe�work�environment,�Magistrate�Hardy�
fined the company $25,000 and $45,000 each.

Continued on page �
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by including the diagnosis 
for sickness absence they 
significantly improved the 
prediction of the risk of death. 
For instance, employees 
taking sickness absences due 
to circulatory disease were 
four times more likely to 
die prematurely than their 
colleagues with no absence. 
Those who took absence due 
to psychiatric diseases were 
nearly twice as likely to die 
prematurely, and those with 
a surgical operation diagnosis 
were more than twice as likely.

Interestingly, one or more spells 
of absence with a psychiatric 
diagnosis was predictive of a 
two and a half fold increase in 
cancer related death.

However, employees taking 
spells of sickness absence with a 
musculoskeletal diagnosis were 
not at increased risk of death 
compared to their colleagues 
who took no absence.

The authors conclude that 
the monitoring of reasons 
for sickness absence could 
contribute to identifying 
groups at increased health 
risks and who need a targeted 
intervention. 

In an accompanying editorial, 
Johannes Anema and Allard 
van der Beek from the VU 
University Medical Centre in 
the Netherlands, suggest that 
specific diagnostic information 
on sickness absence could 
provide general practitioners 
with “a useful biopsychosocial 
tool” to identify workers with 
an increased risk of serious 
illness or risk of death.

In addition, Anema and van 
der Beek say that this tool 
could also be used to identify 
employees with work related 
health problems 
such as stress 
and high job 
demands, 
for targeted 
intervention by 
occupational 
physicians. 
 Source: British Medical 

Journal
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He also fined the defendant $3,000 for failing to report the incidents as soon as 
reasonably�practicable.

“The�example�that�managers�set�on�safety�can�be�a�deciding�factor�in�how�safe�a�
workplace�is,”�says�SafeWork�SA�Acting�Executive�Director,�Peter�Hampton.

“Working�with�hot�metal�is�a�dangerous�business,�and�one�that�needs�multiple�layers�of�
safety management and an assertive no-risk workplace culture.

“Employers�have�not�only�a�legal�responsibility�on�safety,�but�a�moral�one�to�lead�by�
example by defining what is acceptable workplace practice,” Mr. Hampton said. 
� Source:�SafeWork�SA

Health and Safety in the Community Sector Project Kicks Off
 October�3,�2008

An�exciting�new�project�will�see�the�enhancement�of�occupational�health�and�safety�of�
workers�in�the�community�services�and�health�sector’s�through�the�delivery�of�a�range�
new�resources.�

“The�project�will�produce�and�distribute�targeted�resources�to�assist�community�
organisations�to�implement�safety�measures�in�their�workplaces,�and�will�assist�them�
to�understand�their�obligations�when�it�comes�to�looking�after�their�workforce,”�Ms�
Gallagher�said.�

“The�project�has�been�developed�between�the�ACT�Safety�Commissioner�and�the�
ACT�Department�of�Disability,�Housing�and�Community�Services�and�will�deliver�a�
series�of�free�seminars�on�Occupational�Health�and�Safety�compliance�in�community�
organisations.”�

“The�project�will�also�offer�free�inspections�to�some�individual�community�
organisations�who�volunteer�to�participate�in�the�pilot�and�utilise�the�new�community�
services�safety�kit�in�their�workplaces.”�

The�project�will�partner�with�peak�bodies�such�as�ACTCOSS,�the�Youth�Coalition�
and National Disability Services (ACT), employers and unions in the in the ACT 
Community�Sector�to�identify�key�OHS�issues�and�compliance�needs�in�the�ACT�
community�sector.� Source:�Katy�Gallagher,�MLA

Safe Work ACT Month Launched October 1, 2008

Safe Work ACT Month 2008 was launched today by Attorney-General Simon Corbell, 
who�encouraged�all�Canberrans�to�renew�their�focus�on�workplace�safety.�

“Safer workplaces benefit everyone in the community - business owners, their workers, 
and�the�families�of�those�workers�and�it�is�incumbent�on�all�of�us�to�consistently�strive�
to�make�all�workplaces�in�the�ACT�safer,”�Mr�Corbell�said.�

“While�the�new�Work�Safety�Act�will�provide�an�excellent�platform�for�improved�
communication�between�management�and�their�workers,�community�and�business�
leaders�must�show�the�way�if�we�want�to�build�strong�safety�cultures�in�ACT�
workplaces.�

“Engaging�with�small�businesses�on�health�and�safety�issues�is�important�for�all�states�
and�territories,�and�there�will�be�a�range�of�activities�for�Safe�Work�ACT�Month,�
including;�

•� the�Serious�About�Safe�Business�program�designed�to�provide�practical�guidance�
and�assistance�to�small�businesses;

• a safety seminar at the National Museum on 14 October focusing on the 
importance�of�management�commitment�to�achieving�health�and�safety�
outcomes;�and,

• National Safe Work Australia Week from 19-25 October.
Continued on page �
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In Brief
Mossman – industrial 
incident 2�October�2008

A 25-year-old man suffered a large 
laceration�to�his�leg�after�it�was�
temporarily�caught�between�two�
cane�bins.�The�incident�happened�at�a�
premises at Mill Street about 11pm. 
Paramedics�treated�the�man�and�
transported�him�to�Mossman�Hospital.�

� Source: Q’ld Dept of Emergency Services

Quantitative Risk 
Assessment Video 
– Free Download
World-renowned risk communicator, 
Peter�Sandman,�has�made�available�
as�a�free�download,�a�video�on�
communicating�QRA�to�laypeople.��
The�video�was�originally�produced�
for�the�American�Industrial�Hygiene�
Association�but�the�AIHA�is�not�
planning�to�keep�making�it�available.

The file is 158 megabytes in  size 
and�is�available�at�http://www.
psandman.com/videos.
htm#video2�

WorkSafe Victoria 
Safety Alerts� 3�October�2008

Electric shock from thread 
cutting machine 

Summary:�This�alert�warns�sprinkler�
fitters, plumbers and other workers 
of�the�risk�of�electric�shock�when�
using�portable�electric�thread�cutting�
machines�if�the�machines�are�not�
properly�maintained.�

http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.
au/wps/wcm/resources/file/
eb6eb94c0dd620a/Alert_
Electric%20shock6.pdf

Lifting lug fails on crusher liner 

Summary:�This�alert�warns�quarry�
operators,�maintenance�workers�
and�other�users�of�crushers�of�the�
danger of sub-standard welding 
of lifting lugs fitted to austenitic 
manganese steel (AMS) internal 
crusher�liners.

http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.
au/wps/wcm/resources/file/
eb6ebc4c0e03bf2/Alert_lifting5.
pdf�� Source: WorkSafe Victoria
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“A Safety Expo will also be held at the National Convention Centre on Thursday 16 
October,�providing�suppliers�and�service�providers�an�opportunity�to�showcase�the�
range�of�products�and�services�available�to�health�and�safety�practitioners.�

“The�ACT�Government�has�also�provided�new�publications�and�new�television�
commercials�promoting�improvements�in�safety�for�smaller�workplaces�will�air�in�the�
week starting 19 October. 

“The ACT Office of Regulatory Services and the OH&S Commissioner are both 
improving�the�resources�and�support�available�to�small�businesses,�to�help�them�
achieve�better�health�and�safety�outcomes�and�work�towards�safer�workplaces�across�
the�ACT.”�

More�information�and�a�calendar�of�events�for�Safe�Work�ACT�month�can�be�found�at�
the ACT OH&S Commissioner website http://www.worksafety.act.gov.au/�
� Source:�Simon�Corbell,�MLA

Government taking action against misuse of laser pointers  
 30�September�2008

Police�Minister�Judy�Spence�said�the�Bligh�Government�is�taking�strong�action�against�
the�misuse�of�laser�pointers.�

Ms�Spence�said:�“I�have�been�informed�by�Queensland�Police�that�reports�today�
of�a�laser�being�pointed�at�an�aircraft�en�route�to�Coolangatta�Airport�have�been�
investigated by NSW Police and the flashes were found to have been caused by a 
power-line spark, not a laser. 

“While�this�is�good�news,�we�can�not�be�complacent�about�the�dangerous�use�of�laser�
pointers�by�some�individuals�in�recent�times.�

“It�is�hard�to�comprehend�why�anyone�would�commit�such�a�potentially�deadly�act�as�
pointing�a�laser�at�an�aircraft.�

“This�government�is�committed�to�cracking�down�on�these�reckless�and�idiotic�
individuals,�and�that�is�why�we�have�previously�announced�we�are�introducing�new�
legislation�regarding�the�possession�and�use�of�laser�pointers.�

“Under�changes�to�the�Weapons�Act�which�I�announced�in�July,�following�the�Weapons�
Act�Review,�it�will�become�an�offence�to�be�in�possession�of�a�laser�pointer,�without�a�
reasonable�explanation.�

“Legitimate�use�would�include�astronomical�clubs,�teachers�and�lecturers,�who�use�
these�tools�in�their�line�of�work.�

“The�legislation�will�also�increase�the�maximum�penalty�for�Dangerous�Conduct�with�
a Weapon (including a laser pointer) to 4 years imprisonment, or a $15,000 fine, and 
if�a�person�is�detected�by�police�with�a�laser�pointer�in�their�possession�and�they�can�
not provide a legitimate explanation, the item will be confiscated and they will face a 
penalty of up to a $750 fine. 

Continued on page 7
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When 
psychosocial 

hazards originate 
from poor 

management�

� By�Kevin�Jones

(Originally�published�at�
SafetyAtWorkBlog )

There�are�still�some�OHS�
professionals�who�are�uncomfortable�
with�approaching�workplace�hazards�
that do not involve nip-points and 
energy-transfer.  In fact there are 
some�who�can’t�cope�with�the�
industrial�relations�interplay�with�
occupational�health�and�safety.

A�major�industrial�relations�problem�
ran�for�some�time�at�Tristar�Steering�
and�Suspension.��The�absurdity�of�this�
situation�was�that�it�was�claimed�that�
the�company�was�keeping�workers�
on�even�without�any�work�in�order�
to�avoid�paying�redundancy�payments.��
The�unsuccessful�prosecution�of�
the�company�by�the�Workplace�
Ombudsman (WO) is reported 
HERE.

The�OHS�element�in�the�judgement�
is�mentioned�in�the�WO�statement:

“The�Workplace�Ombudsman�
sought�expert�advice�on�the�
affect on workers of under-
employment�from�an�eminent�
Sydney�professor�of�psychiatry.�
The�evidence�was�that�prolonged�
unemployment, or under-
employment,�were�associated�
with�a�range�of�adverse�
psychological�and�physical�health�
effects, including loss of self-
esteem,�loss�of�meaningful�social�
role,�increased�marital,�family�and�
relationship difficulties, increased 
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“These�penalties�will�apply�to�the�use�of�laser�pointers�to�disrupt�any�vehicle,�not�just�
aircraft.�

“Police�can�also�already�charge�a�person�with�Interference�with�crew�or�aircraft,�under�
the Commonwealth’s Civil Aviation Act (1988), if the individual is found to be pointing 
a�laser�at�an�aircraft.�The�maximum�penalty�under�this�Act�is�2�years�imprisonment.�

“Our�legislation,�set�to�be�introduced�early�next�year,�aims�to�bolster�the�federal�
legislation, by stopping these offences from even occurring in the first place, by 
addressing�the�offence�of�possession,�as�opposed�to�just�the�action.”�
� Source:�Q’ld�Minister�for�Police,�Corrective�Services�and�Sport

New heavy vehicle driver fatigue model laws� October�2008

New fatigue requirements for long-haul transport drivers have been introduced in 
most�states�and�territories.�Partner�Maryjane�Crabtree,�Senior�Associate�Ric�Morgan�
and�Lawyer�Monique�Carroll�report.

How does it affect you?

A�new�national�scheme�for�the�management�of�heavy�vehicle�driver�fatigue�came�into�
operation for most states and territories on 29 September 2008. 

All parties in the supply chain (otherwise known as the ‘chain of responsibility’) must 
take�reasonable�steps�to�ensure�that�a�heavy�vehicle�driver�does�not�breach�work/rest�
hours�requirements�or�drive�while�fatigued.�

To�avoid�liability,�a�person�must�be�able�to�establish�that�they�have�taken�the�relevant�
reasonable�steps�to�prevent�the�contravention.�This�requires�a�risk�management�
approach�and�the�elimination�or�minimisation�of�risks.

Background

Road transport and occupational health and safety (OHS) are matters that are 
generally regulated by the states and territories. However, long-haul transport needs 
a coordinated cross-border approach. Existing ‘model laws’ cover mass, load and 
dimension offences, speeding offences and, since approximately 2005, fatigue. The new 
fatigue�requirements,�introduced�by�the�Commonwealth�in�late�2007,�build�on�and�
extend�the�existing�chain�of�responsibility�obligations�for�heavy�vehicle�transport�safety.�
The�requirements�have�no�effect�until�adopted�by�the�states�and�territories.

Victoria,�Queensland,�New�South�Wales�and�South�Australia�have�substantially�adopted�
the new requirements, and Tasmania will adopt the laws in 2009. The Northern 
Territory,�Australian�Capital�Territory�and�Western�Australia�are�not�adopting�the�
model�law.�

Parties in the chain of responsibility�

Drivers of heavy vehicles that have a gross vehicle mass (GVM) of 12 tonnes or more 
must�not�drive�while�impaired�by�fatigue�and�must�adhere�to�one�of�three�work/rest�
hours�options:

• Standard hours (‘default’ 12 working hours a day); 

• Basic Fatigue Management (up to 14 hours of work with accreditation); or 

• Advanced Fatigue Management (accredited risk management approach).

Each�of�the�employer�of�the�driver,�prime�contractor,�operator�of�the�vehicle,�the�
scheduler,�the�consignor�and�consignee,�the�loader�and�unloader�and�the�loading�
manager,�have�obligations�to�take�reasonable�steps�to�prevent�driving�while�fatigued.

In addition to this general duty, parties with particular roles have specific duties. For 
example:

Continued on page 8
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alcohol�and�other�substance�
abuse,�diminished�sense�of�
personal�and�social�contribution�
and�participation.

Caller�Simon,�a�Tristar�worker�
of�32�years,�told�Sydney�radio�
broadcaster�Alan�Jones�on�June�
11, 2007, that the workers 
at�Marrickville�felt�like�“the�
forgotten�people”.�He�said�he�
had accumulated 900 hours of 
unused�sick�leave�in�an�effort�to�
“try�to�help�the�company�achieve�
their�goals”.�Jones�described�the�
situation�as�“scandalous”,�saying�
the pressure on the workers – 
turning�up�for�work�with�nothing�
to�do,�knowing�they�were�being�
dudded�of�their�entitlements�
– was “mental torture”.  

Worker�Greg�described�a�typical�
day�at�work�for�Adelaide�radio�
broadcaster�Matthew�Pantelis�
on July 25, 2007: “A cup of tea, 
I�look�at�the�computer.�Perhaps�
read�the�paper,�Try�and�keep�the�
morale�up�in�the�company.�It’s�
pretty�low.�But�I’m�often�faced�
with�tears,�you�know,�ladies�
crying�because�they�see�nothing�
at�the�end�of�this.�They�see�a�
bleak�future�for�themselves.”�“

According�to�a�report�in�the�August�
22�2008�edition�of�BenchmarkingHR�
Justice�Roger�Gyles�of�the�Federal�
Court

�“accepted�that�most,�if�not�
all,�the�workers�found�the�
experience�‘disturbing�and�
stressful�and�some�of�them�
suffered�lasting�psychological�
trauma’”.

Clearly,�poor�personnel�management�
has�generated�psychosocial�hazards�
in the soon-to-be-unemployed 
workers.�But�Justice�Gyles�pointed�
the finger of blame in an odd 
direction.

 “[Justice Gyles] ruled the firm 
was�not�at�fault,�instead�sheeting�
home�substantial�blame�to�the�
union�movement.��[He�said]

�‘It�cannot�be�overlooked�
that�Tristar�was�a�union�shop,�
and�there�was�an�industrial�
campaign�on�foot�between�the�
unions�and�Tristar�with�political�
implications’.”

The�big�lesson�from�this�particular�
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•� employers,�prime�contractors�and�operators�must�take�reasonable�steps�to�
ensure�that�their�business�practices�do�not�cause�a�driver�to�drive�while�fatigued�
or�in�breach�of�their�work/rest�hours�option;�

•� schedulers�must�take�reasonable�steps�to�ensure�the�schedule�will�not�cause�the�
driver�to�drive�while�impaired�by�fatigue;�

•� consignors�and�consignees�must�take�all�reasonable�steps�to�ensure�their�
requirements�will�not�cause�or�encourage�the�driver�to�drive�while�fatigued;�

• particular parties must ensure that drivers comply with the record-keeping 
requirements;�and�

•� a�person�must�not�ask�or�require�a�driver�to�do�something�that�they�know�is�
likely�to�cause�a�driver�to�breach�fatigue�controls.

The penalties for contravention range from $6000 to $50,000 and there are extensive 
enforcement�provisions,�including�director’s�and�manager’s�liability.

How can reasonable steps be taken? 

A�party�can�establish�that�it�has�taken�reasonable�steps�by�a�documented�risk�
management�approach�which�essentially�has�three�elements:

• The systematic identification and assessment of issues that might cause driving 
while�fatigued�and�what�can�be�done�to�eliminate�or�reduce�those�risks.�

•� The�taking�of�those�steps�that�can�reasonably�be�taken�to�minimise�or�reduce�
the�risks.�

•� Documentation�of�this�process�and�the�steps�taken�and�retention�of�this�for�at�
least�three�years.

Consultation�with�the�other�parties�in�the�supply�chain,�industry�groups�and�unions�is�
likely�to�be�necessary.

Parties may be able to eliminate or minimise identified risks by:

•� appropriate�workplace�procedures�and�policies;�

•� appropriate�supervision�and�management�of�drivers,�staff�and�other�parties;�

•� inserting�compliance�assurance�conditions�in�relevant�commercial�arrangements;�
and�

•� avoiding�incentives�or�demands�in�commercial�arrangements�likely�to�cause�a�
contravention.

Compliance�with�a�registered�industry�code�of�practice�may�also�be�evidence�of�taking�
reasonable�steps.

For�more�information,�or�for�assistance�with�assessing�the�extent�of�your�obligations�
and�how�you�may�be�able�to�implement�a�risk�management�approach�to�heavy�vehicle�
driver�fatigue,�please�contact�one�of�our�experts�below.

©Arthur Allen Robinson – Reproduced with permission.  The original article can be found at http://www.allens.com.au/pubs/wr/foohsoct08.htm 

For�more�information�on�any�issues�raised�in�the�article�please�contact�SIA�member�
and�Senior�Associate�with�Allens�Arthur�Robinson,�Ric�Morgan,�MRACI�CChem,�on�03�
9613 8031 or at Ric.Morgan@aar.com.au�
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situation�could�be,�avoid�Courts�at�
any�cost.��It�could�also�be,�face�up�to�
the�hard�decisions�and�act�promptly.��
Another�lesson�could�be�to�work�
with�the�union�or,�on�the�other�
hand,�keep�unions�away�from�your�
workforce.�

In�my�experience�the�full�Tristar�
judgement�needs�to�be�analysed�
through�an�OHS�perspective�so�
that�OHS�professionals�can�see�
how�workplace�safety�issues�can�be�
masked�by�an�industrial�relations�
focus.
© Workplace Safety Services P/L - Reproduced with 

permission
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Why is  t rade  un ion ism in  c r is is?
�
� by�Tom�Bramble
There�is�a�paradox�facing�Australian�trade�unions�in�2008.
With�20�per�cent�membership�and�falling,�Australian�trade�unions�are�in�a�dire�situation.�
Several�of�their�strongholds�in�industries�ranging�from�mining�to�telecommunications�
have�been�blasted�to�bits,�and�less�than�one�in�ten�young�workers�have�signed�up�to�the�
union�cause.
And�yet�unions�retain�a�public�relevance�as�great�today�as�ever�before.�The�Your�Rights�
at�Work�campaign�was�largely�responsible�for�bringing�down�the�Howard�Government.�
One�half�of�all�working�Australians�regularly�report�that�they�would�‘rather�be�in�a�
trade�union’.�
How�can�we�explain�this�paradox?�Why�is�it�that�unions�have�become�so�weak�and�
yet�retain�such�pulling�power?�The�conservatives�see�only�one�side�of�the�question.�
Commentators�such�as�Janet�Albrechtsen�argue�that�the�days�of�‘union�domination’,�
class conflict and strikes are a thing of the past – “we’re all individuals now”. Others 
suggest that the problem is the decline of blue-collar industry. The sons and daughters 
of yesterday’s wharfies and coal miners are call centre operators and Starbucks staff, 
genetically�impervious�to�the�appeal�of�trade�unionism.
These arguments are as absurd as they are self-serving. If “we’re all individuals now”, 
why�was�WorkChoices�such�an�electoral�stinker�and�why�did�the�ACTU’s�Your�Rights�
at�Work�campaign�strike�such�a�chord?�If�structural�change�in�the�workforce�is�the�
problem,�why�were�the�unions�able�to�turn�the�timid�staff�associations�of�nurses�and�
teachers of the 1950s into militant unions in the 2000s?
The new employer militancy exemplified today by Qantas and Telstra is one obvious 

partial�explanation.�Employers�
have�donned�their�hard�hats�
and�taken�an�axe�to�unionism�
amongst�their�workforces,�
sacking�union�activists,�ripping�
up�established�arrangements�
and�preventing�union�
organisers�from�meeting�staff.�
Governments�too�have�been�
gunning�for�trade�unions.�
Waves�of�government�
industrial�relations�‘reform’�
have�sought�to�box�the�unions�
in,�with�WorkChoices�being�
the�most�obvious�case.�The�
Rudd�Government�shows�no�
signs�of�wanting�to�reverse�
this�trend.
But�hostile�bosses�and�
governments�can’t�be�the�
decisive�factor�explaining�
union�decline.�There�is�
nothing�new�in�their�hostility�
to unions - the Melbourne 
Club�has�never�resonated�
with�the�sound�of�employers�
discussing�ways�to�make�
the�life�of�union�organisers�
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From the Editor

Occupational�Health�and�Safety�
in�Australia�is�invariably�related�
to�the�role�of�the�trade�union�
movement.��OHS�legislation�legislates�
a�presence�for�the�Health�and�Safety�
Representative�in�most�jurisdictions�
and�historically,�the�HSR�has�been�a�
union�member.

I�suspect�that�union�members�still�
make�up�the�largest�proportion�of�
HSR�training�courses.

HSRs are the shopfloor OHS 
enforcers.��Lord�Robens�
acknowledged�that�a�constant�
worksite�presence�was�an�important�
element�of�safety�compliance�and�
the�union�movement�jumped�at�the�
chance�of�formal�legislated�presence.

Tom�Brambles,�the�author�of�the�
article�on�the�right,�has�just�written�
a�book�entitled�“Trade�Unionism�in�
Australia - A history from flood 
to�ebb�tide”.��The�book�covers�
the�union�movement�over�the�last�
40�years�and�details�some�of�the�
political�campaigns�that�may�have�
contributed�to�their�decline.�

The�book�will�be�available�publicly�in��
January 2009.

Significantly for Australian 
workplaces,�Bramble�points�out�that�
union�membership�now�lies�at�just�
under�20%.��In�May�2008,�Tasmanian�
Premier�Paul�Lennon�resigned�as�
his personal approval rate hit 17%.   
Brendan Nelson hit a 17% approval 
rating�in�August�this�year�while�he�
was Opposition Leader.  17% is a 
political�benchmark�for�change�and�
the�union�movement�is�approaching�
that figure.

For�years,�I�have�been�questioning�
whether the political influence of the 
Australian�trade�union�movement�
is justified; whether tripartism is 
of�more�historical�relevance�than�
contemporary;�and�how�workplace�
safety�can�be�adequately�policed�on�
the shopfloor when there are so few 
police.

Tom�Bramble’s�book�is�not�about�
OHS�but�about�the�waning�of�an�
important�societal�element�that�was�
very�important�to�OHS�management�
systems.��Yes�it’s�about�industrial�
relations�but�it�is�also�about�human�
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easier.�And�unions�have�been�able�to�grow�in�the�past�even�with�hostile�governments�in�
power,�as�they�showed�during�the�Fraser�years.
The crucial factor explaining union decline is that unions have forgotten how to fight. 
Whereas�the�Albrechtsens�of�the�world�suggest�that�workers�won’t�join�unions�because�
they are identified with conflict, the historical record is that it is precisely those times 
that unions do fight for workers’ rights that they recruit in spades. During the strike wave 
of the late 1960s and early 1970s union membership soared by 32 per cent. 
The�beginning�of�the�rot�came�precisely�at�the�time�that�the�leaders�of�Australian�
unions�embarked�on�a�cunning�plan�to�strengthen�trade�unionism�by�foreswearing�
workers’ most powerful weapon – the strike. This was the Accord arrangement 
between�the�ACTU�and�Hawke�and�Keating�Governments.�The�ACTU�leadership�
policed the union movement for 13 years, rubber-stamped a 13 per cent cut in real 
award wages under Hawke and then engineered a series of wage-fixing schemes that 
allowed workers to boost their wages only by accepting work intensification and give-
backs.�As�workers�saw�their�wages�and�conditions�sold�off�by�their�own�unions�in�the�
name of ‘workplace reform’, so unions lost their appeal. If workers wouldn’t fight for 
better�wages�and�conditions�or�for�job�security,�what�incentive�was�there�to�join?
With�the�election�of�Howard,�union�strategy�did�not�change�in�its�essentials.�Cosy�
chats�with�government�ministers�were�gone,�but�union�leaders�still�insisted�that�“they�
had�to�keep�their�powder�dry”�when�facing�the�most�sustained�decline�in�union�
coverage in Australian history. Even when staring down Chris Corrigan in the 1998 
waterfront�dispute,�the�nation’s�union�leaders�were�desperate�to�ensure�that�the�
massive sympathy for the wharfies did not develop into for large solidarity strikes. 
The�dearest�wish�of�the�union�leaders�was�‘partnership’�with�business.�But�with�union�
membership�plummeting,�business�could�now�sideline�the�union�leaders,�leaving�them�
clutching�at�thin�air.
The�pressure�of�a�world�economy�going�from�bad�to�worse�urged�bosses�onwards:�a�
dollar�saved�today�by�gouging�the�workforce�could�be�the�difference�between�being�
prey�or�predator�in�the�corporate�shark�pool.�
The�conservatives�are�wrong.�It�is�not�that�workers�are�‘so�over’�trade�unions.�The�Your�
Rights�at�Work�campaign�shows�the�deep�pool�of�support�that�unions�can�draw�from.�
The 2007 election result confirmed it. The challenge facing unions is to put aside the 
failed�strategies�of�compromise�and�concession�pursued�over�the�past�quarter�century�
and reach back to the weapons of yesterday that actually built trade unions – the 
strike,�the�picket�line�and�workers’�solidarity.
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resources�and�social�campaigns�
and�may�provide�some�tips�on�how�
the�SIA�should,�and�should�not,�go�
about�building�a�national�presence�
and spreading its influence with key 
decision-makers.

I�hope�to�discuss�the�unions’�role�
in�OHS�matters�over�recent�times�
with�Tom�in�the�coming�weeks.

Kevin�Jones��
BA FSIA RSP (Aust)
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